Punta de la Concepción

FROM THE COUNTY ARCHIVES

Local record entry [Co]

FROM OTHER SOURCES

Expedients No. 58 and Expedients notes


Scale 80 chains to inch. Surveyed Nov. 1860


--- 7 sq. leagues. Sea-shore from Arroyo Cojo to Arroyo Hondo.

Anastacio C. Carrillo

Juan B. Alvarado

May 10, 1837

A. Carrillo

UNITED STATES PATENT

[United States]

July 30, 1863

24,992.04 A.

USGS Quads: Lompoc SW; Guadalupe SE.

Other Map Refs:

GLO Map 1928: T 5-6N, R 34-35W, MDM.
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ADDITONAL DATA (See also back of sheet)

"Carrillo (Anastasio)...'37...grantee of Pt. Concepción iii 655."[BC ii 743]. "Private ranchos of Sta Barbara district... Punta de Concepción, 1837, A. Carrillo, who was ol." [BC iii 655].
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